
 

Name                :  MANAS KUMAR                                                                             

Standing for     :DPGC student  Nominee(NET Programme)                                 

Degree              :M-Tech(8.5/10)                                                              

Strengths          :Responsible , Disciplined , Punctual.                                            

Interests           : Socializing and getting to know people,                                    

Solving Ru ik’s u e.  

 
 Experiences /Achievements: 

 Department placement Coordinator of NET at IIT-Kanpur. 

  PG Counselling Orientation Team Member of 2013-14 batch at IIT Kanpur.      

  Active member in arrangement committee at 13th onvo ation presided y Hon’ le 
President of India at IIT Kanpur.     

  Technical Coordinator, Event Manager in different college functions at Bachelors level. 

 Awarded BDPS Genius Award by BD Public School,2007 

 Awarded  Brain of Patna Award by Impulse,2006 

 My Manifesto:   

Truth, Transperancy and Honesty...These are the three pillars of my Campaign. Each of this 

contributes successfully to student governance. I will maintain full transparency in our system. I 

will communicate with all students personally to know their problems, work hard to sort out the 

problems and present summery of key issues discussed in DPGC meetings. 

 I will work towards strengthening the Alumni Relationship with current students. I aim to 

provide an efficient and reliable service to all the students. As highly motivated, Enthusiastic and 

responsible individual, I will ensure that specific needs of all students of my department are met 

at a satisfactory level. 

My commitment to as a student nominee is to improve upon the relationship within the 

structures. Nurturing the relationship between the students and between students and 

professors within the context of student interest will definitely improve the current state of 

affairs. 

My main focus will be towards the 

 Issues of Students Regarding problems in understanding subjects, 

 All types of problems regarding tutorship,  

 Concerns regarding termination of student, 

  Problems related to semester leave or any academic extension,  

 Issues related to TAship or course allocation  

These issues will effectively be raised in meeting and student’s point of view will effectively be 

made ensuring the maximum benefits to students in all these problems. 

Make me your choice as DPGC Students nominee because I understand how much opinion 

matters, behind every opinion there is a student that demand representation and I believe in 

representation of all. 

Your Interest is our mandate, that’s all that matters!! 


